If process inefficiencies, like access,
storage, sharing and retention are
holding you back from advancing
your journey to digital pathology,
Iron Mountain can help. Visit
ironmountain.com/digitalpathology
to learn more about our digital
pathology services.

DIGITAL PATHOLOGY
ON-DEMAND SERVICES
You’re moving toward a digital information environment and pathology
slides continue to be an important part of your workflows and archives. You
would love to have a full conversion to digital but 100% conversion of all of
those slides may not be a cost-efficient practice. Instead of spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars scanning slides you'll never look at again,
why not try digital pathology on demand - scanning the slides you need,
and only the ones you need, when you need them.
You need regular access to critical pathology specimen information, but
managing an ever-growing inventory of glass slides in local storage
consumes valuable real estate, requires additional staff and resources, and
leaves your organization at risk of information loss and unbudgeted
spending.
As your organization transitions to a digital way of working and
incorporates remote access to pathology data, you need to rethink your
pathology storage and access strategy. Iron Mountain’s digital pathology
on-demand services store your glass slides in a secure, compliant offsite
facility, allowing you to retrieve your assets in either physical or digital form
based on your needs.

QUICK ACCESS TO HIGH PRIORITY PATHOLOGY SAMPLES
Iron Mountain’s digital pathology on-demand services allow you to choose
from same day or next day delivery of your information. We pull the
correct accession and produce high resolution images of the slides so that
we can facilitate speedy delivery and enable integration with your
Laboratory Information System (LIS) or our own digital storage cloud
solution.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SUPPORT
Iron Mountain provides the equipment, trained personnel and expertise to
help manage your workflow processes — from digitizing your pathology
samples when they are requested to storing your digital and physical
samples for easy tracking and retrieval.

BENEFITS
>

Digitize only what is truly used; no need to digitize your full inventory, as
this can be very costly

>

Gain quick access to your pathology samples through our on-demand
same day or next day services

> Increase efficiency and productivity in your lab
>

Improve information sharing by simplifying digital access to second
opinions from remote colleagues and/or enabling access to specialists
around the world

>

Reduce the risk of lost or damaged glass slides

>

Improve adherence to legal requirements through our retention
guidelines

Learn how Iron Mountain can help accelerate your digital pathology journey.
Contact us today at digitalpathology@ironmountain.com.
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